A Judge From Salem

There is a line between justice and murder. It is five years since the infamous witch trials, and
Elias Shaw, one of Salems hanging judges, has been assigned as magistrate to the sleepy town
of Essex, Massachusetts. Almost at once, he discovers the community in moral peril, infected
by the shadow of witchcraft. A true believer haunted by a bloody past and his own encounters
with Satans handiwork, Judge Shaw knows he must set things right. Armed with Crown Law,
aided by an old military companion - a merciless constable - and a young clerk eager to follow
in the judges footsteps, Shaw begins a ruthless campaign to purge the town of evil. He will
save the communitys souls at any cost, using every medieval tool and tactic at his disposal.
For the people of Essex, what initially seemed to be a much-needed return to the Puritan code
quickly turns into a nightmare. As the death toll rises and Shaw meets increasingly brazen
displays of witchcraft with mounting brutality, the town and its terrified people balance on the
edge of destruction. Only one man might save them, a former redcoat officer living in
seclusion and hiding his own, shameful secrets. If he can find the courage. If hes not too late.
The cries of Salem reach out from the past. Is Judge Shaw a madman consumed by his beliefs?
Or is he the only one who can see what is really going on?
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Born into a well-established Salem family on August 5, , John Hathorne chosen by Governor
Sir William Phips to be a judge in the Salem Witch Trials. Samuel Sewall was a judge,
businessman, and printer in the Province of Massachusetts Bay, best known for his
involvement in the Salem witch trials, for which. Who served as judges (magistrates, justices)
in the Salem witch trials, and in what capacity did each serve? Find out from this list.
SALEM, MA -- When Salem Superior Court Judge Timothy Feeley disregarded a prosecutor's
recommendation for jail time and set a convicted. Lawyers worry that the press and lawmakers
are politicizing the judicial process with attacks on Salem Superior Court Judge Timothy
Feeley.
SALEM â€” The state's top prosecutor said Salem Superior Court Judge Timothy Feeley, or
any judge acting within the bounds of the law, should. A Salem Superior Court judge is being
slammed by police, a state rep and parents for giving a heroin dealer probation instead of
prison time. The debate over a judge in Salem, Massachusetts, continued as people who have
lost family members to drugs protested Wednesday. SALEM (CBS) â€“ Salem Superior Court
Judge Tim Feeley has come under fire for several controversial court decisions, including
recently. SALEM â€” If he was a citizen, I'd send him â€” I'd probably do house (of
correction ) time â€” but I'd send him to the house, Salem Superior Court. That's because, a
Salem Superior Court judge reasoned on Tuesday, Manuel Soto-Vittini was just trying to
support his family, and was not an.
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